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Cfop oll pll

From Wikibooks, open books for an open worldFridrich method or CFOP method (cross, F2L, OLL, PLL) is a quick method to solve the Rubik's Cube created by Jessica Fridrich. It consists of four steps: Cross, F2L (First Two Layers), OLL (Orient Last Layer) and PLL (Permute Last Layer). Although it requires you to remember many (up to 78) different algorithms, it is one of the fastest speed incubation
methods. It is recommended that you should start learning using the beginner method first, and then use the Fridrich method once you have become proficient at it. Cross[edit] Cross loosely (shown upside down) The cross is made intuitive. It is usually done starting with the white colored squares. You should do it at the bottom because then it is easier to find the other pieces. The cross is made in eight
moves or less (this will take a couple of days of practicing), but in over 99% of cases it can be done in 6 moves. A tip for training is to make the cross with blindfolds. This will allow you to focus on the next step, F2L while doing the cross. Make sure that the colors of the other stickers on the edges are in this order: blue, red, green, orange. Do not forget to adjust the center's pieces of the cube! The first two
teams (F2L)[edit] the strategy here is to join a corner of the first layer with the edge going over it, and then insert that pair. The cases for this step can all be solved intuitively if you have enough experience. The cases described below are designed to help you get that intuition. 1 Here, be sure to insert the pair already formed using U'F'UF (or FR'F'R), but not RUR', which would destroy the pair. 2 For this, R
will join the pair, then ur'll insert it. 3 You can hide the corner using F', so U2F will join the pair, then this will be the case 1 on the left. This differs from case 2 only by the direction of the edge (blue is up, not orange) 4 This can be solved with URU'R' (join the pair) then U'F'UF (insert the pair) 5 Here the white side of the corner is facing up. To join the pair, the UR will move the edge to a position where the
corner can be attached to it correctly, then you will join the pair and R' will put it on top. Now insert the pair into the slot. 6 In cases where the pair are merged incorrectly, the strategy is to separate the pair and turn it into another case. If you do UF'U2, you can make this case to Case 2 above. If you do RU2R', you can make this the case 3. There are, of course, many more cases than this, but most can be
solved with the strategies above or can be reduced to one of the above cases. External links[edit] While solving the Rubik's Cube using the advanced Fridrich method, when the first two layers (F2L) are fixed, we must orient the last layer (OLL) so that the top of the Rubik's Cube is completely yellow. We don't care if the side colours don't match, we're going to permute the last team (PLL) later. Here are
some animated examples. Press playback to Animation. You must all 57 algorithms below to complete this in one step. If this works too many I recommend you learn 2look OLL that uses only 9 algorithms, but of course it is slower. Let's group them according to their appearance. Dot R U B' l U l2' x' U' R' F R F' R R F' U2 R' F R y' R2 U2 R y L' R2 B R' B L U2' L' B M' R' U2 x R' U R U 'y R' U' R' U R' F M' U2
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sometimes known as the Fridrich method, is one of the most commonly used methods in speedsolving a 3×3×3 Rubik's Cube. This method was first developed in the early 1980s that combines innovations of a variety of speed cubers. Czech speedcuber and namesake of the method Jessica Fridrich is generally credited with popularizing it by publishing it online in 1997. [1] The method works on a team-by-
team system, first solving a cross usually at the bottom, continuing to solve the first two teams (F2L), orienting the last team (OLL), and finally permuting the last team (PLL). History Basic team-by-layer methods were among the first to occur in the early 1980s cube craze. David Singmaster published a team-based solution in 1980 that suggested the use of a cross. [2] The major innovation of cfop over
beginner methods is the use of F2L, which solves the first two teams at the same time. This step was not invented by Jessica Fridrich. According to Singmaster's report on the 1982 World Rubik's Cube Championship, Fridrich then used a basic team method, while Dutch competitor Guus Razoux Schultz had a primitive F2L system. [3] The final team steps OLL and PLL involve first orienting the last team
pieces, and then permuting them to the correct position. This step was proposed by Hans Dockhorn and Treep. Fridrich switched to later in 1982. Her main contribution to the method was to develop the OLL and PLL algorithms, which together allowed any last team position to be solved with two algorithms and were significantly faster than previous team systems. [4] CFOP, with small tweaks, is by far the
most popular method used by top kids. Users include Mats Valk, Feliks Zemdegs and Max Park. The Method The Cross – This first phase involves solving the four edge pieces in one outer layer of the puzzle, centered around an ordinary colored centerpiece. Many speedcubers usually solve the cross on the underside to avoid cube rotations and to get a generally better view of the important pieces needed
for the next step. Cross loosely (white at the bottom) First two layers (F2L) – In F2L, corner and edge tiles are paired up and later moved to the right place. There are 42 standard cases for each corner edge pair, including the case where it has already been resolved. It can also be done intuitively. First Two Layers (F2L) solved orientation of the last layer (OLL) – This stage involves manipulating the top layer
so that all the tiles therein have the same color on top, at the expense of the wrong colors on other sides. This stage involves a total of 57 algorithms. A simpler version, called two-look OLL orients the edges first and corners afterwards. Algorithms are usually performed two to three times for this version. It uses ten algorithms, three for edge orientation and seven for corner orientation. Orientation of the last
team (OLL) complete Permutation of the last layer (PLL) – The final stage involves moving the pieces of the top layer while retaining direction. There are a total of 21 algorithms for this stage. They are characterized by letter names, usually based on how they look with arrows representing which pieces are swapped around (e.g. a permutation, F permutation, T-permutation, etc.). Two-look PLL fixes the
corners first and edges separately. It uses six algorithms, two for corner permutation and up to four for edge permutation. Also, a U-perm can be repeated if the user wants to use even fewer algorithms at the expense of usually faster loose times. [5] There are also many advanced extension sales set to be used in companion to CFOP, such as COLL,[6] Winter Variation,[7] VLS, ZBLL and more. However,
there is no need to teach them to solve the cube. Competition Use CFOP is heavily used and relies on many speedcubers, including Max Park, Leo Borromeo and Feliks Zemdegs, for its heavy reliance on algorithms, pattern recognition and muscle memory, as opposed to more intuitive methods such as Roux or Petrus methods. Most of the top speed scs on the WCA ranking list are CFOP problem
solvers, including the current 3x3x3 single world record holder (Yusheng Du (Avg.), with a time of 3.47 seconds. [8] References ^ Shotaro Macky Makisumi. In 1999, there were 100,000,000,000,000,cubefreak.net. Archived from the original on 2007-07-03. Retrieved ^ Beginner's Rubik's Cube Solution. Archived from the original on 26 February 2010. Retrieved 15 June 2012. ^ Singmaster, David. In 1982, a
round of cubic circulars was published in the spring of 1982. ^ Fridrich, Jessica. In 2009, there was 20 years of speed calculation. Retrieved 15 June 2012. ^ Zemdegs, Feliks. 2-look last layer. Kubeskills. ^ ^ ^ Reconstruction of Yusheng Dus 3.47 World Record Solve ^ WCA Website Team. In 1999, there were 100 billion worldcubeassociation.org. External links Jessica Fridrich's official website CFOP
method on Speedsolving.com Wiki All OLL and PLL algorithms can be found on How to solve the Rubik's Cube taken from
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